We set up the classical wave equation for a particle formed of an oscillatory massless charge together with its resulting electromagnetic waves, traveling in a potential field V . We further separate out from this a component equation describing the particle dynamics, which is equivalent to the Schrödinger equation. The solution in this paper is given for a constant V in one dimension only; separate publications are referred to for V variant and in three dimensions.
Introduction
Schrödinger equation [1] in real space, together with the Heisenberg-Born matrix formalism [2] in momentum space, has proven to be the governing law of particle dynamics in small geometries in nonrelativistic regime. However, up to the present the interpretation of Schrödinger wave function or more generally of the quantum mechanics, and a corresponding derivation of the Schrödinger equation on the basis of, in the first place, the elementary classical mechanics laws, have remained two major unresolved aspects of quantum mechanics. E. Schrödinger developed his wave mechanics upon a vision on the analogy between the quantum-mechanical periodic processes and the classical mechanical waves [1] though in a phenomenological fashion, so was the earlier inspiring work of L. de Broglie's hypothetical phase wave [3] . Since the foundation of quantum mechanics in the 1900s-1930s, various interpretations have been put forward. One which embraces a scheme for deriving the Schrödinger equation, to mention only here, is the stochastic electrodynamics approach [4, 5] ; this has also served an effective means for deriving the nonlinear Schrödinger equations [6] .
In view of a scheme where the quantum variables and states as in the interpretation are the result of the internal processes of the particle in question however, no success going beyond L. de Broglie's hypothetical phase wave has appeared feasible prior to our recent unification scheme introduced in full in [7] , briefly reported in [8] . A basic material particle according to this scheme, briefly, is formed of a massless oscillatory charge and its resulting waves, in terms of the classic-mechanics solution for the model system, constructed based on overall experimental observations. Such a basic particle facilitates an inference of Schrödiner equation of the above virtue from classic-mechanics solution; in this paper we shall elucidate in a self-contained manner the inference. The "interpretation" of the Schrödinger wave function and the related aspects follow naturally to be just the ordinary physics for the given mechanical processes. Apart from its obeying the Schrödinger equation, a so formed particle has the overall other observed properties including the possession of a characteristic charge, mass and spin, being a wave, obeying the de Broglie relations, Galilean-Lorentz transformation, and Newton's law of gravitation under corresponding conditions, among others.
Classical wave equation for component total waves
Consider a single oscillatory massless charge |q| = e of either sign, with a fixed total localized oscillatory energy E q and corresponding frequency Ωq 2π in the vacuum, traveling at a velocity v, for now in a one-dimensional box of side L along X-axis. E q is endowed permanently to the charge at its creation, e.g. through a pair process, in the vacuum that presents no lower energy levels for the charge to deexcite to except in a pair annihilation. The charge generates owing to its transverse oscillation electromagnetic (EM) waves, propagated at the speed of light c in each direction. The waves will be returned to the charge by other substances realistically always presenting near or farther in the physical world, the box walls here assumed massive, be re-absorbed and re-emitted by the charge repeatedly. We call the charge and its waves as a whole a (basic material) particle; we fix to it the axis X ′ = X − vT , v being its velocity of travel; E q /c 2 will yield the particle's rest mass M .
To as far as their phenomenological analogy goes only in this paper (for an overall justification see [7] ), we can represent the EM waves as the periodic transverse mechanical deformations, with a monochromatic normal mode frequency Ω/2π, characteristic of Ω q , for zero v, of the vacuum of an induced shear elasticity upon electric polarization, here along the box side under the disturbance of the static electric field and oscillation of the particle's charge. Denote the transverse (Z-direction) wave displacements by u † = a 1 ϕ † (X, T ) and u ‡ = a 1 ϕ ‡ (X, T ), ϕ † and ϕ ‡ the dimensionless counterparts, as generated and initially propagating in +X and −X directions, a 1 being a dimensional constant. The two waves, for the particle in stationary (energy)-state, will over time be found propagating in both directions due to reflections at the walls. The vacuum of the said property may be represented as consisting of entities, called vacuuons, composed each of a p-vaculeon of charge +e at the center, and an n-vaculeon of −e on the spherical envelope. The elastic vacuum chain when deformed will be subject to a tensile force, F R ; F R = c 2 ρ l as the solution will verify below, ρ l being the linear (dynamic) mass density of the chain.
Let there also be an applied potential V (X(t ′ ), T ), thus a force
∂X(t ′ )/∂t ′ acting on the charge. Here t ′ = T ′ − T is the time during switching on V , from initially V (X(−∆T ), T ) = 0 to finally V (X(0), T ). V and F correspond to a potential V med and force F med = − ∂V med ∂X acting on the medium. The charge, manifesting the particle's relativistic mass m through its os-cillation energy (see below), and the chain of the medium of a mass M ϕ (acquired from oscillation too but only passively) are driven each into an equal acceleration (effectively only of the medium)
. By a pure mechanical virtue F med is nonlocal and uniformly acted across the entire chain of effective length L ϕ = M ϕ /ρ l (equal to total length of wavetrain winding across L in J loops, L ϕ = JL), and thus rewrites to
In all, a segment ∆L on the chain is acted at either end by a total force
But ∆L is tilted from the X-axis differently, at an angle θ j and θ j + ∆θ j at its ends at X and X + ∆X, these being in turn dependent on the wave variables and thus (see below) their travel directions suffixed by j = †, ‡.
∂X 2 ∆X for ϕ j small, the transverse (Z-) component of the net force on ∆L is to a good approximation:
Applying Newton's second law for the segment ∆L, ≃ ∆X, of mass ρ l ∆X gives its equation of motion along the Z-axis:
With (2) for its left-hand side, dividing then ρ l ∆X on both sides, we obtain the final equation of motion for unit length-density of the chain, or equivalently the classical wave equation for each component total wave of the particle:
3 Separation-out of a Schrödinger equation in constant potential Field
Component total wave solution
Let for the present discussion V (X, T ) = (or ≈)V 0 (≡Constant), so (to a good approximation in case V weakly varying) the solution for (3) is the plane waves, generated to +X and −X directions as
α 0 being the initial phase. ϕ † is constantly surpassed by, and ϕ ‡ receded from the traveling source charge by a distance vΓ and −vΓ in each period Γ = 2π/Ω; see the time development of such two waves in Figure 1a The dynamic variables of the particle are appropriately given by the geometric means of the respective conjugate wave variables being mutually stochastic and sampled at one time. We will involve such variables relating to particle's total dynamics given in (5)-(7), and to particle (center-of-mass) dynamics in (8)-(11):
Where γ = 1/ 1 − (v/c) 2 . The energies for the component waves are according to M. Planckhω † andhω ‡ , thushω =h √ ω † ω ‡ for the total wave of the particle. Employing A.Einstein's mass-energy relation for our particle here or directly from classical-mechanics solution in [7] , we have the particle's relativistic mass
3.2 Particle total wave from explicit superposition ϕ † (X ′ , T ) generated at X ′ and T to the right will, after a round trip of distance 2L, return to the charge from its left at X ′ at T + ∆T . Here it meets ϕ ‡ (X ′ , T + ∆T ) just generated to the left, and superpose with it to ψ = ϕ † + ϕ ‡ . Owing to the
Figure 1: A de Broglie particle formed of a traveling oscillatory charge ⊖ and its (electromagnetic) waves ϕ j , in terms of classical-mechanics solutions. ψ given by (13), describes a beat wave, or de Broglie phase wave traveling to the right, and ψ vir to the left, at the phase speed W ; these superpose to the standing de Broglie (phase) wave ψ after (4). extra distance 2L and time lag ∆T , they acquire an average relative phase α ′ = 2Lk + ω(∆T − ∆T ). If 2Lk = N 2π, N = integer, then ψ is a maximum; this after algebraic simplification using the trigonometric identity is:
where 
On the grounds that they describe the particle dynamics and fulfill the de Broglie relations (see further later), k d and λ d are apparently identifiable as the de Broglie wavevector and wavelength; and ψ represents a de Broglie phase wave. Given the particle formed being in stationary-state, ψ must be looping in between the box walls repeatedly in many (J) loops. This includes while the charge has turned to travel to the left (fixed on axis X ′′ = X + vT ), which, being virtual to the presently actual source, generates a beat wave, similarly in many loops, traveling to the left:
being a relative phase with respect to ψ. The two oppsite traveling waves will meet at any time and superpose as ψ = ψ+ ψ vir . Suppose the wave mode fulfils
; or, at (v/c) 2 → 0:
where n = 1, 2, . . .. Then, using trigonometric identity, further assuming k d << k, we get ψ is a standing beat wave ψ = 4C 1 cos(kX) cos(k d X + α 0 )e i(ω+ω d )T . Or else the two waves annul. Putting α 0 = − π 2 so that at the massive walls ψ(0, T ) = ψ(L, T ) = 0 as a mechanical requirement, we have:
The time development of ψ as superposed from ψ and ψ vir shown in (b), is plotted in (c), Figure 1 . The time factor in (17) used complex form, to mathematically reflect the physical orthogonality between e.g. i ∂ψ ∂T (∝ iψ) and ∂ψ ∂T ; its real part describes the wave displacement.
With the particle dynamics as our major concern, firstly, in conformity with Schrödinger's particle system here we consider only the classic-velocity limit (v/c) 2 → 0. At this limit, γ → 1, and (6), (8) , (7)+(10), and (17) reduce to
Φ and Ψ X being mutually orthogonal. If let L 0 ψ 2 dX = 1, then C = 4C 1 is a normalization constant. Evidently Φ describes the unDoppler-displaced total wave, and Ψ X the stationary-state particle wave. Assuming v << c as holds in many applications, then Λ d = ( (18) ′ needs though not hold for the solutions below to hold or, to conform to Schrödinger's except in disregarding the rapid oscillations in the eigen wave function due to Φ, which have no consequence to the particle dynamics. The traveling particle bound in V 0 has a kinetic energy (16) for Ω d in it, denoted for explicitness by K dn , Ω dn , etc. we then get the eigen energies associated with the standing beat wave
The E vn , K dn , etc. above all show to be quantized for L ∼ Λ dn , as a direct result of their being standing wave solutions. The time evolution of the (de Broglie) particle wave is characterized by the propagation of its kinetic energy 1 2h Ω d . Then, the particle wave follows to evolve in phase as − 1 2h Ω d T to Ψ X , the time-dependent particle wave is
In one Γ d , Ψ evolves by a phase 
Total particle wave equation
Summing the equations (3) over j = †, ‡, † vir , ‡ vir , gives naturally again a classical wave equation, which is for the total wave ψ = j ϕ j :
We already obtained its solutions in Secs. 3.1-3.2, for the case V (X, T ) = (or ≈) V 0 , by means of wave superposition and shown it has a component process describing particle dynamics in terms of Ψ, K dn , E vn , etc. We shall now go directly from (22) to separate out the component equation responsible directly for these solutions.
Firstly we obtain the relations (i)-(iii) below (starting all from the exact expressions that include a classical particle kinetic term of order v 2 ): i) Re-ordering (12) gives c 2 =h
(ii) The V -term is in general small relative to the total in (22), and thus its pre-factor may expand as:
